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Square eyed kids are not one eyed: media education 
in Australia 
 
By Anita Jetnikoff 
 
I lead into this paper with the question, ‘what is media education in a democracy?’ 
This paper responds to recent criticisms published in the Australian press, of the 
‘dumbing down’ of English with media studies. Literacy is often implicated. as 
integral to political struggle since it is a gateway to power in a ‘developed’ culture. To 
be ‘multi literate’ requires more than a set of tools or ‘skills and drills’ applied to print 
based texts. Media education, which includes media literacy, promotes intellectual 
engagement, critical analysis and creative application from active users and 
consumers.  If our young students are ‘media educated’, they are taught about the 
media by and through it and engage in creating, constructing and even subverting 
media texts, as well as merely responding to them. Far from becoming singularly 
square eyed, media educated students can have a more kaleidoscopic view of the 
world and provide the example of media studies in Queensland as a working example 
of how this can occur as an educational continuum.  
 
What is Media Literacy? 
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Jim Gee opened the 13th International Conference on Learning in Jamaica in 2006 
with an address which heralded the future demise of a young population schooled by a 
‘skills and drills’ approach to literacy in education in North America. His alternative 
vision advocated engaging students in learning that approximates the creativity, 
collaboration, excitement and passion they experience when engaging in new media 
activities, such as video games, in the school curriculum.  Media Literacy as a field of 
study has grown from a need to address the new ways that young people access 
information via electronic and broadcast media, which relies more on combinations of 
visuals than print or paper-based texts, such as books, magazines and newspapers. 
Broadly speaking, media literacy constitutes a kind of meta-language, which entails 
becoming multiliterate in the skills and competencies that viewers learn in order to 
understand easily the audio-visual ‘languages’ of media texts. It is interpreted 
variously in different places however, and in my reading of media literacy in the 
USA, it seems to be an interdisciplinary concept, which is approached through 
aesthetics and appreciation and is linked to either citizenship or vocational education, 
with the inclusion of production as preparation for students to work in the industry.  
 
Due in part to a decentralised education system, media literacy in the USA seems to 
be disparate in its approaches 1but can be summarised as, ‘the process of critically 
analysing and learning to create one’s own messages in print, audio, video and 
multimedia’2 Learning the particular audiovisual languages and ‘grammars’3  
involved in shaping these texts therefore becomes increasingly important to include in 
school curricular, to allow informed choices about how those media texts can be 
viewed, engaged with, or in the broadest sense how they can be ‘read.’ American 
media teacher David Considine suggests, ‘media literacy is about more than just 
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consuming information. A media literate individual is able to produce, create and 
successfully communicate information in all its forms, not just print’4  
 
The two terms media literacy and media education have undergone considerable 
slippage internationally in the course of ‘media studies’ history. I think we can call 
what we do here in Australia, and especially here in Queensland, as ‘media 
education’, because, unlike the USA 5 and the UK6, we do have a consistent approach 
to it along a developmental continuum in the curriculum. It seems that in Canada, and 
the UK, the curricular content of media literacy focuses on some of the same areas as 
Australia. In Australia we tend to teach ‘media literacy,’ in primary schools in English 
and in Junior Media Studies, which is recognised as one of the Key Learning Areas of 
‘the arts’ curriculum and also and in the secondary subject English.  Media Education, 
is taught most completely at upper levels in the subject, Film Television and New 
Media. 
Media education and democracy 
 
 
In Australia, Media Education grew out of Subject English in the mid 1990s. To some 
extent therefore subject English in Queensland, and other Australian states by 
including critical literacy approaches to media texts in their syllabus documents, and 
classroom practices, has been attacked vehemently in the local and National Press. 
Claims of the English Curriculum being ‘dumbed down’ by the inclusion of popular 
culture texts and critical literacy, appeared in the Queensland Courier Mail 7. The 
National broadsheet, The Australian followed suit with a plethora of articles, letters 
and editorials condemning critical literacy and media studies in English. 8  The 
Australian Prime Minister, John Howard apparently endorsed this reactionary view: 
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"We all understand that it's necessary to be able to be literate and coherent in the English 
language, we understand that it's necessary to be numerate and we also understand that 
there's high-quality literature and there's rubbish. 
"We need a curriculum that encourages an understanding of the high-quality literature and 
not the rubbish." (AAP)9    
This was followed up by yet another article by Donnelly,10 which condemned critical 
literacy and the inclusion of popular and media texts in English in a retrograde call for 
a return to Leavisite, elitist cultural heritage approaches. Leavis argued last century 
that the study of worthy literary texts could ostensibly ‘save our culture.’11. The very 
forms of texts, to which the Prime Minster referred as ‘rubbish,’ however, are the 
ones in which politicians are most highly represented; texts broadcast on television, in 
newspapers, and narrowcast on the internet. Although such control is illusory, it is 
nevertheless in the government’s interests to attempt to control curricular content in 
an attempt to quash a young population who might emerge from media education 
critical of the status quo. The latest statements from the PM, would have Australian 
students return to ‘skills’ and drills’ of the 1960s, where the ‘old basics’, grammar, 
spelling and parsing, were punctuated in the school English class only by studies of 
‘dead white men of letters and great deeds’. This is exactly the approach critiqued by 
James Gee as the recipe for an uncreative USA workforce of the future.12  Such a 
description is passé I know, but warrants mention, since its return is heralded by those 
who fund schools at the federal level. It is as if the current conservative Australian 
government would change Grandpa Simpson’s harkening, ‘back to the old days, when 
entertainment was bland’, except that they would also apply this to education.  
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Media Studies is underpinned by the democratic principle of ‘freedom of the press’, 
which allows political and ideological dissent and critique. When federal funding of 
schools is tied to the introduction of ‘values’ education, determined by the ruling 
party, and when critical perspectives of the media are decried as unworthy of study, 
this sounds suspiciously like an erosion of the very freedoms underpinning an 
effective democracy. One cynical reading of this latest return to declining standards of 
literacy at school-is that it removes attention form contentious international issues, 
such as the oil for food kickbacks scheme. Effective Media education can assist 
students to understand this kind of ‘beat up’ as misrepresentation in the popular press. 
 
Media literacy and media education, by teaching about ‘modality’, bring just this sort 
of manipulation of news and the constructions of reality provided by the media to the 
foreground. ‘Adults use the recognition of modality in order to judge whether 
representations are realistic, or whether they are fantastic or comic, for example.’13  In 
this way, we as media teachers can encourage young people to understand that, ‘the 
positions we take up have consequences in terms of the way we ‘act’ with others who 
share our views and those who do not. 14.  
Certainly Media Education’s link to literacy renders it political.   Media Education 
goes much further than ‘decoding’ media texts, such as newspapers. It not only allows 
students to master the grammars and languages of audiovisual and e- texts, but to 
shape their own in response to those which exist by deploying media technologies. 




It aims to make students critical and selective viewers and consumers of 
popular culture, who are able to reflect critically on media messages, their own 
selection of and pleasures derived from media genres and texts, and to use 
those critical skills in the production of their own multimedia and/ or 
audiovisual texts. 
 
This socio-critical awareness is the very stuff of democracy. As Ferguson 16 suggests, 
‘media education in a democracy has a political as well as an intellectual and aesthetic 
role to play.’ Ferguson described it as, ‘initially a relationship between pleasure, 
power and lived existence’. 17  I would argue that the study of Literature also 
potentially offers this interrelationship, as long as it is studied as being culturally 
constructed along with reasons of aesthetics and ‘moral worth’.  As I often ask my 
English Curriculum students, ‘just whose morals are we talking about here?’ The 
current East-West divide is energised by both sides claiming the moral high ground to 
the point where lives are risked by sending young people to war and constructing a 
climate of terror through the media. Just so, media education’s critics have a 
protectionist political agenda in denouncing it as unworthy of study in the school 
curriculum. In the US, Kathleen Tyner notes that there is some shift in this position: 
The barriers to media education in the United States are still formidable, but 
there are indications that educators working under these arbitrary categories 
are beginning to cross pollinate in order to position media education as an 
important cornerstone for teaching students democratic citizenship skills in a 
complex technological world.18 
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Media literacy, protectionism and beyond 
 
In some countries it seems that ‘media literacy’ translates into the curriculum as 
pedagogy informed by protectionism. This is often underpinned by a largely political 
agenda, which renders youth and youth culture problematic. Media then becomes a 
‘villain,’ which opens up the territory for debate about whether the media texts 
deployed in school settings are ‘educational’ in the broadest sense, or primarily 
vehicles for entertainment and therefore pleasure.  
I want to devote some time here dealing with this contentious issue. There is 
apparently a large element of protectionism in the most traditional approaches to 
media literacy, which assumes that children are innocent, at ‘risk’ and vulnerable to 
media messages 19 and that traditional educators are gatekeepers to the curriculum and 
the sole arbiters of taste,20 and moral worth. That is to say, students should bypass the 
play station or a soapie or a show which gives them pleasure, to watch informational 
television, which will ostensibly make them ‘wise’ or that certain types of ‘harmful’ 
messages about gender, race, or even certain advertising should be removed from 
public viewing. A recent example of this is the outcry by some ‘health organisations’ 
in Australia to ban junk food advertising during children’s television prime time. One 
need only google ‘junk food’, to find this issue well documented on websites and in 
popular magazines and newspapers. In a fit of rare clarity the Australian Federal 
Health minister deferred to parental control of their children’s diet and exercise and 
that no such ban would occur. Far better surely to educate children to make their own 
choices based on the knowledge that advertising works in particular ways to persuade, 
that is to encourage them to become media literate.  The role of parents is significant 
in maintaining a protectionist line in media education. 
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The protectionist stance that justifies media literacy by noting its power to 
reduce the negative impact of media on youth is most prevalent among those 
who do not directly work in educational settings. In addition this position is 
often exploited simply for its rhetorical value in conveying to parents and 
community members the relevance of media literacy education in schools. 21 
 
Protectionism is also ‘based on the widespread belief that the media makes people do 
things; that  there is a relationship between what we see and hear taught through 
analysis and critical viewing skills.’22.  This has arisen from early ‘effects’ research 
which claims that students enacted violent behaviour simply by viewing violent 
televised material.  
Despite flaws in early research on children and TV audiences in US, there 
were very few increases in aggressive or anti-social behaviour that could be 
observed in the children the  ‘effects’ researchers studied. Nevertheless, work 
such as this (Bandura 1977 and Himmelwhite et al 1958 for example) 
provided sufficient material to support campaigns for the regulation of 
children’s television in order to protect what were seen as vulnerable 
audiences from programmes that might turn children into antisocial adults.23 
 
Interestingly this focus of the effects of violence on the behaviour of children has 
been one of the most prolific and well funded research areas in media studies, 
especially in the USA. ‘The popular wisdom was that US society needed to “arm” 
children against the violence on television so that they would not emulate it in real 
life.’24  Protectionism also manifests as panic about declining literacy standards, as if 
somehow print literacy will suffer if children become media literate. This is 
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articulated in the fear generated by the term ‘square eyed’ kids, which originally 
referred to children being mutated by the proverbial ‘idiot box’. Policy documents in 
Queensland however, advocate media literacy as a part of  a ‘multiliteracies’ approach 
to literacy, which posits that print based literacy alone is ‘necessary, but not 
sufficient’ for participating citizens in these technologically ‘new times.’25 
Protectionist discourses constitute a major hurdle which media studies’ inclusion in 
the curriculum has had to overcome. Research connecting violent behaviour with 
media consumption, and conducted across various methodologies, ‘establishes a 
positive association between exposure to televised violence and aggressive 
behaviour.’ 26 According to Morgan,  
 
This effect should not be overstated; the research does not suggest that television 
violence compels otherwise peaceful viewers to brutally rape, assault or murder each 
other. Yet it does show a clear link between television violence and aggressive 
behaviour such as pushing, shoving and bullying. Television violence is not the only 
or, by any means the major factor in real- world violence and aggression, but its 
contribution to these behaviours cannot be denied on the basis of the empirical 
evidence. 27 
Interestingly, such ‘bullying’ behaviour commonly encouraged by media content is 
the very kind of behaviour we would wish to tackle in our schools, so rather than 
shielding young people from watching examples of such negative behaviour in 
school, programmes which explore such issues, can be discussed, deconstructed and 
used as teaching and learning points. There is no doubt that the internet, electronic 
gaming and older forms of media, such as film and television do contain content or 
strategies, such as solving problems by violent means, or blatant exploitation of 
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sexuality, with which we would sometimes rather our children not view or engage. 
Certainly media literacy alone is not a means of salvation against nefarious material. 
Developing modality, however, or the child’s ability to distinguish between fantasy 
and reality is an important factor in development towards adulthood. Buckingham’s 
UK research suggests that, watching violent TV programs constitutes part of 
children’s efforts to come to maturity, to understand the adult world and to anticipate 
and negotiate being part of it.28 Violent videogames notwithstanding, ‘television 
remains the dominant medium in children’s lives, even in countries with high levels 
of access to computer technology.29  
 
Certainly one could argue that learning vicariously, to deal with and develop 
strategies against bullying through media constructions of it, could prepare young 
people for the adult, corporate world. This of course includes the world of media 
institutions, replete with takeovers, gender chauvinism and aggressive competition 
over ownership and air space and time. Media education, in Australia, includes the 
study of media institutions, so that instead of merely viewing violent television and 
cinema and new media, such as the internet and video games, we can offer students a 
window into the world that creates, constructs and controls this fare and importantly 
we can discuss why violence is such a prevalent topic, plot or character device in 
mediated contexts. This is a vital component of media education, since as Morgan 
suggests, ‘there is no reason to assume that television in the 21st century will adopt  
 
The same can be said of some video games, especially role-playing ones, some of 
which are becoming increasingly more violent and more realistic with highly 
sophisticated, cinematic techniques deployed in their programming. Rather than 
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‘protect’ students from these, new languages and analytical skills now need to be 
deployed to assist students to critically analyse these texts, 30 and in my view, some of 
these texts are worthy of study in classrooms, for the same reasons of critical 
reflection and selection as other media we currently study.   
Pirates of cool: Media education, consumption and subversion 
 
Since they are the major consumers of their products, students are often more aware 
than we are of the historical battles fought for the videogame territory between Sega 
and Nintendo, the rise of giants like Sony and Microsoft with the X-box. The previous 
generation of game players have taken on this pleasure source into their adult lives 
and have become savvy users, rather than mere consumers, downloading games with 
peer to peer software, and played through modded systems. They are able to choose 
and discard those which please them, without regard to the prohibitive cost of 
purchasing games and the expensive marketing of them. This bypassing of the middle 
merchants is a technological subversion of the system. Subversive pirates rather than 
‘merchants of cool,’ kids are always one step ahead. Square eyed kids one eyed 
consumers? I think not. This is not an advocation of copyright infringement here. On 
the contrary, this technological knowledge, along with copyright issues as well as 
electronic publication spaces for young people, such as ‘MySpace’, ‘You Tube’ and 
‘Creative Commons,’can be explored as part of media literacy and certainly as part of 
media education. Such e-publication spaces are used frequently by our media savvy 
students at home, but unfortunately these remain inaccessible in schools. Learning 
about these spaces and practices won’t stop them downloading digital material, but 
may assist in students’ thinking about their responsibilities as active consumers, users 
and shapers of technology. 
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Similarly, the more students know about media magnates, and the relationship 
between media ownership and media programming and content, representations and 
ideology the more discerning they may become as consumers and viewers and 
ultimately active voting citizens. Focus on representations and audiences and 
languages through the context of institutions, may help them to understand that those 
few who control the power of the press and the airways also influence coverage of 
elections and world events and are always informed by the ideologies of the owners 
and corporate bodies that run them. Television in particular is a conservative medium, 
but media production of all kinds is now in the hands of a small number of 
‘transnational conglomerates’, such as News Corporation Ltd (Murdoch); AOL Time 
Warner and Disney.31 Armed with this knowledge students may learn about 
censorship, deregulation and cross media ownership, the decline in funding of film 
and television free- to- air drama in Australia, the relationship between ratings, 
advertising revenue and commercial television, regulation and control of the film 
industry, how the telephone companies reap fiscal rewards from eviction voting on 
Big Brother, that Microsoft controls so much of the hard and software and online 
mediated environment- in other words that the media is about business as much as it 
is a means of entertainment and information. This also impacts on education and as 
Barry Duncan 32notes, ‘no media course is worth its salt if it fails to do an in-depth 
investigation of the commercialization of our schools, from Channel One and Pepsi 
franchises to corporate - sponsored classroom curriculum, including even media 
education resources.’ 
 
In learning about institutional aspects in this way, students may become more 
discerning as audience members and as consumers. The concept of needing protection 
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against the media, has produced critical research which espouses young viewers as 
‘active’ and interactive audiences. Children have proven to be, ‘a much more 
sophisticated and critical audience than is conventionally assumed, not least by many 
educators themselves.’33 Some of the moral panic associated with studying the media 
is based on the assumption that young people are ‘passive readers’, of media texts, 
which has been disputed in research focussing on children and the media. This 
research supports the idea that young viewers of television are ‘active readers,’34 and 
that we viewers can make meaning from media texts on many different levels. Some 
of this is implicit, however, complex and intellectually rigorous ways of reading text 
which make ideology and discourse explicit can also be taught in media literacy 
classrooms. 35 In fact assisting children to become active readers is an essential tool if 
they are to be able to navigate and interact powerfully and critically through the 
media, including symbolically violent and stereotypical representations of gender and 
race that confront them in mainstream media.   
 
Hartley, 36however, disputes the notion of the ‘constructed viewer.’ Commonly 
known to media literacy teachers, the ‘constructed viewer’ is an extension of the 
‘implied or ideal reader’ known to English teachers versed in semiotic theory.37 ‘New 
institutions are imagining new viewers: interactive and narrowcast audiences are no 
longer ‘objects’ of mass marketing manipulation and regulation, but subjects of 
choice.’38 An example of this is a group of young men sharing a viewing of 
downloaded episodes of Southpark, broadcasting currently in America, although not 
yet seen in its SBS slot in Australia. Other examples might extend to the various 
websites devoted to fan fiction and fan culture, ‘Slayage’ (online journal for Buffy 
fans) or ‘Trekkies’ for instance not only collect knowledge about the genres they love 
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but subvert and transform them in interesting and sometimes challenging ways, which 
is a powerful kind of viewer agency, involving production rather than consumption.  
 
In terms of forms of literacy responses to media available to audiences of young 
people, more sophisticated means are now available electronically, as part of this 
nexus between information, entertainment and communications, which supersede 
earlier print based domains. I have written elsewhere about this in relation to senior 
English and film.39  The same applies to television, perhaps the most conservative and 
widely accessed of all the media.  Hartley40 describes how media textual analysis has 
evolved through populism, pessimism, post- modernism, and post- broadcasting into 
new interactive forms of media response, like blogging. ‘As part of the ‘content’ or 
‘creative industries’, television may move beyond the broadcast era’s obsession with 
control and ‘effect’- minimisation, and towards the new economy’s devotion to 
networks, interactivity, partnership and DIY culture.’41 Students engaging in such 
interactive media work could hardly be labelled ‘square eyed’. 
 
The early critical analyses of media texts arose from literary study which partly 
explains why this largely persists in subject English, here in Australia. In English, 
students might learn the fundamentals of visual grammar, and/or semiotic techniques 
to assist them in reading, deconstructing or resisting visual and audiovisual texts, such 
as films or advertisements, or it may assist them in discriminating between ‘worthy’ 
content and that which is deemed ‘bad’ or ‘harmful’ for them.  In the worst case 
scenario, this amounts to the kind of protectionism I critiqued earlier in this paper. At 
best it provides the analytical tools sans the teacher’s filter on what texts are 
worthwhile to study in the classroom. Semiotic deconstructive tools are still deployed 
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to make sense of filmic and media texts for the purposes of writing or speaking about 
them, mostly in ‘examination conditions’ and on paper and print based forms, but 
increasingly in electronic forms. I have written elsewhere about responding to films in 
classrooms in more contextualised and critical ways than merely to write about them 
analytically.42  I would argue that the media work that goes on in English classrooms, 
in Queensland, can be framed as ‘media literacy’ although focus on the institutions 
behind the film and television industries, as well as the print text publishing industry, 
can provide interesting material for classroom study in English. 43  This focus on 
media institutions is largely missing from media literacy as it is taught here in 
English. This focus on institutional control of publication spaces, could explore the 
connections between marketing of popular books by cinematic or video game 
adaptations of them, for instance there is a notable increase in the marketing and 
placement of Beatrix Potters best- selling children’s ‘classics,’ alongside The Making 
of Miss Potter, 44which documents in print the 2006 release of the Film Miss Potter, 
based on the novel of the same name, and written by the screenwriter of the film, after 
the film was produced.45 This may be a direct appeal to an educational market and 
provides interesting study connecting media studies to literature in English.  
Recently published school-targeted text books available in Australia however, focus 
on the film for sharpening analytical skills and for ‘decoding’ media texts. 46 Media 
literacy must be about more than analysing film text, however, if students are to be 
truly multiliterate, they also need to contextualise their learning about all kinds of 
media. 





Australia doesn’t have a centralised education system. We operate separately in 
different states, but within the states, we do have a coherent and cohesive approach to 
media studies, from primary to secondary, through the state Syllabus documents. Let 
me use Queensland’s media studies curriculum as a working example of how media 
education can work on a continuum.  If you are reading this as a Queensland film and 
media educator, the following framework for media education will be familiar to you.  
Arising from cultural studies theory, media education in Queensland, concentrates on 
5 key concepts: Technologies, Representations, Institutions, Audiences and 
Languages of the media. Students study Film, Television and New Media through 
these five key concepts that operate in the contexts of production and use. These key 
concepts, which draw on a range of contemporary media theories, are: technologies, 
representations, audiences, institutions, and languages. At senior level, these concepts 
are explored and assessed through the dimensions of critique, design and production. . 
A conceptual approach does not rely on a canon of work, and ‘enables media 
education to remain contemporary to student’s changing needs, interests and 
experiences, without becoming arbitrary in its selection of material.’47 Connections 
and insights can be made between various media and each concept interacts with 
another in contextualised ways through units of work. There are many examples of 
these upper level units in the 2005 Queensland Film, Televsion and New Media 
Syllabus.48 
 
Let me explain briefly how just one strand, media construction/ production, might 
look like on the continuum. Junior Media studies, is based around the same five key 
concepts as it is at senior level and is organised through the Media outcomes of,  
‘constructing media; producing meaning and responding to meanings.’49 The Years 1-
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10 Arts Syllabus is outcomes-based and involves a developmental continuum, so that 
increasingly levels of complexity are required, as students progress through the year 
levels in approximately 18 month intervals. Outcomes evaluate, over time, what 
students can ‘know and do’. In ‘constructing media’ for instance , the Syllabus 
document states, ‘students engage in aesthetic experiences through practical activities 
that create, construct and produce media texts with increasing complexity, using the 
languages and technologies of the media.’ This may entail at the primary level 2, 
(years 3-5) students engaging with media by relating this to their own personal 
experience, using digital still cameras to create a narrative by manipulating objects, 
magazines pictures, characters and backgrounds. Deploying media need not be costly, 
since camera angles can be taught using a simple cardboard frame or the view through 
the inside of a cardboard tube. Good equipment is desirable but not essential. 
Storyboards and montage work can be done simply with paper and glue. At later 
levels, students may create satirical narratives or critical expositions about the media, 
for instance those advertisements which depict children of their own age. If schools 
are equipped with cameras and computers, however, (which Australian schools are) 
students may access a program like Kahootz, or free dowloadable software such as 
Photo Story  3, or make simple claymations using a downloadable software program 
like Frame Thief, to accompany a piece of music.  
 
This could be explored in a more intensive and complex way at level 5 (in years 8/9) 
by students designing an advertising campaign, or storyboard, where constructions of 
corporate products or identities are explored through images and texts promoted by 
corporations by critically engaging in the design and creation process themselves. In 
terms of outcomes and assessment, these students may design slide shows and create 
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audiovisual presentations, using simple editing programs, keep reflective journals and 
create other kinds of public displays, deploying technologies to demonstrate 
understandings of media languages, institutions, representations and target audiences.  
If students elect to take media studies at senior level, more complex processes of 
production will take place which imitate those in media industries. At this level 
students are learning about the media though using media in complex and 
intellectually rigorous ways. 
 
The Senior (final 2 years of high school) board registered subject Film, TV and New 
Media, is organised also around three interrelated dimensions, design, production and 
critique. In design, students apply the key concepts to create proposals for products 
using preproduction formats. In production, students apply the key concepts to create 
products using production practices. In critique students apply the key concepts to 
analyse and evaluate products and their contexts of production and use. 50 
 
These three dimensions are contextualised through the five key concepts.  In 
Queensland we don’t have to rely on students making ‘written’ responses to media 
and therefore we can move beyond critique in the form of written or print based 
output. Media Production creates, ‘the space for more playful forms of pedagogy that 
engage directly with young people’s emotional investments in the media and with 
their sense of agency.’51  Students in Queensland schools may make media about the 
media, which may be generated from critique of the form or genre they are producing. 
Effectively two thirds of what students engage with in this senior subject is design and 
production based. This means that we can engage our students all the way from 
primary to the end of secondary education (and indeed at tertiary level, where I teach), 
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with media production or deploying technologies to reconstruct media after 
deconstructing it.   
There are strong arguments for young people deploying technologies and creating 
their own media texts in response to deconstructing others. They gain knowledge of 
filmic languages, representations as well as constructing worlds for specific audiences 
through interacting with the media technologies though production design and 
practice. Significantly students use the popular media to address issues of importance 
to them in ways which are accessible to them. 
 
 It appears that the more children know about televisual codes and conventions and 
production processes, the more they are able to control the emotional reactions that 
are provoked by programmes. This seems to support the arguments made by 
academics and educators that the teaching of television and media in schools performs 
a useful social function. But interestingly, some of the more controversial aspects of 
children’s viewing of television seemed to be both useful and important to them. 52  
 
“Production is generally seen as a concrete way of exploring issues having to do with 
representation, institutions and audiences.’53 The idea of production across the 
curriculum was mooted as contentious for young children in Bazalgette’s (2001) 
critique of media education in the UK,54 since if students are all producing media, 
there needs to be a developmental continuum on which to base skill levels and so on.  
Here with the introduction of media studies as part of the arts 1-10 curriculum we do 
have a continuum approach. Older students, become conscious of their role in 
production means that they may become more aware of the institutions of film and 
video and new media production. Production however, can work most effectively 
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when it reflects the critical processes undertaken in the critique and design 
dimensions.  
 
Carmen Luke suggests that current media educators, ‘design a new web-like concept 
map within which to locate an expanded definition of media literacy that connects 
across various media.’55  With an understanding of representations, students can 
explore their own and others identities in and through the media texts they view as 
audience members or construct as shapers of new media texts and products. Knowing 
that all texts are constructed and shaped by the cultures in which they are formed and 
read students can deploy media languages, tackle atypical representations in terms of 
character and narrative codes and conventions, quite often through the ludic 
dimension of parody. ‘Parody allows students to use dominant [media] forms while 
simultaneously disavowing any commitment to them.’56  This opens up spaces for 
critique through media technologies. Parody also allows students the potential to 
explore a range of identities, situations and consequences.  They can also construct 
these texts with the knowledge of processes which mimic institutions associated with 
the media by producing their own media products using various combinations of 
digital technologies. With the understanding of and participation in digital 
technologies, kids are making sometimes exciting, subversive media texts, as part of 
the whole process of media education. This ability to critique the world we live and 
the ways we represent ourselves in the media is an important part of participating in a 
democracy. Media educated students can reflect and refract the worlds constructed in 
and through the media.  
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 ‘Critically multiliterate’ students who view and interact with media texts, as 
responders and users, as receivers and shapers of new media texts, far from becoming 
square eyed, can gain a more kaleidoscopic view of the world. They can understand 
that the multiple lenses through which they view the world of media texts, can be 
opaque in meaning, multifaceted, and open to polysemous readings and viewing and 
recreative responses using the technologies of the media itself. This, I think, is media 
education. No matter the guise, media literacy through English or media education 
through Media Studies, however, I trust as media educators, we will continue to 
increase our students’ engagement through understanding of and participation in all 
aspects of the media with this fascinating and important area of education at all levels 
in Australian schools.  
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